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Creative ideas and inspiration utilizing content from your Metro services. 

The MCC Editorial Library is filled with reader-targeted, informative and
entertaining content for your pages, sections and Web use. Click the Editorial
Library tab above the search panel to switch Libraries. Among the ready-to-
download features are a number of entertainment-based items that are perfect
for selling ongoing sponsorship or composing family activity books. Check out
these features by selecting them from the Puzzles, Games & Recipes menu:
Bonus Weekly
The Bonus Weekly files are composed of Crypto Fun, Word Scramble, Guess
Who? and Word Search all in one. Designed to be a full page in a tabloid
layout, the provided .eps format lets you enlarge and reduce it as a whole
unit to suit your needs. Plus, each of the items are available separately.
Crosswords
Get a crossword puzzle for each week of the month or combine several on
activity pages or in puzzle books. The answer puzzles are also included.
Crypto Fun
People love brain teasers, and Crypto Fun are cryptographic word puzzles
that are solved by using the clues to match numbers to letters. Get one for
each week of the month.
Guess Who?
Historical figures, celebrities and cultural icons are the subjects of Guess
Who? puzzles. Use them as filler with sponsorship or run them as regular
features on your family fun pages in print or online.
Horoscopes
Get horoscopes for each week of the month so you can sell ongoing
sponsorship up to a year in advance.
Kids’ Corner
As the name suggests, Kids’ Corner features are puzzles and trivia designed
for kids. There is also a Canadian version available. Each feature is also
available separately.
Metro Sudoku
Metro Sudoku puzzles are provided for each day of the month. They are
designed to increase in difficulty as the week progresses, starting out with
Beginner level, then to Intermediate and finishing with Advanced. You can also
search by degree of difficulty if you wish to include several in the same level.
Recipes
Tasty recipes of all types are available, with particular attention to the current
season. Get one for each week of the month or combine several 
in dining and entertainment guides and recipe books.
Word Scramble
Unscramble the letters to form the target word in Word Scramble puzzles.
Get one for each week of the month. Download the Scrambles separately 
or as part of the Bonus Weekly files.
Word Search
Look horizontally, vertically and diagonally to circle the words hidden among
the grid of letters in each weekly word search. The answer to the puzzle is
also provided.
Make the new MCC Editorial Library your go-to resource for entertaining
features for adults and children.  M
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